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Abstract 1 

20th century eutrophication and global spread of anoxia is a threat for freshwater 2 

ecosystems. Little is known about Holocene anoxia and meromixis events when anthropogenic 3 

impacts were weaker and natural ecosystem variability played the dominant role. In this study, 4 

we examine the relationship between lake mixing and lake production, climate variability, 5 

vegetation cover, catchment erosion and (pre)historic anthropogenic impacts in Moossee 6 

(Switzerland), over the last 15,000 years. We use sub-annually resolved calibrated 7 

hyperspectral imaging data (total chlorophyll for paleoproduction, bacteriopheophytin for 8 

anoxia and meromixis) combined with X-ray fluorescence and pollen data. Production shows a 9 

first increase at 14,500 cal yr BP, a further increase after 7500 cal BP, relative maxima in the 10 

late Bronze, Iron and Middle Ages, and the unprecedented peak in the 20th Century. Until 7500 11 

cal BP, the lake was well mixed with only scarce phases of seasonal to multiannual anoxia. 12 

Repeated meromixis events occurred between 7500 and 2500 cal BP when temperatures were 13 

high, forests closed, and lake production was already enhanced. After the forests were cleared 14 

(2500 cal BP) the lake remained mostly holomictic. Holocene meromixis events were 15 

systematically terminated by local deforestation related to Neolithic and Bronze Age lakeshore 16 

settlements: charcoal peaked, tree pollen dropped below a threshold of 80%, soil erosion and 17 

lake production increased and bacteriopheophytin disappeared. Meromixis re-established after 18 

the termination of lakeshore settlements and the onset of afforestation with tree pollen 19 

exceeding 80%. These repeated cycles unambiguously document how even early human 20 

societies affected the mixing regime and biogeochemical cycling in this lake. 21 

 22 
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1. Introduction 27 

Recent centuries have seen unprecedented environmental change, with multiple stressors 28 

putting freshwater ecosystems at stake (Jenny et al., 2016). Adverse ecosystem responses such 29 

as eutrophication, hypoxic/anoxic conditions and altered lake mixing regimes (Butz et al., 2017; 30 

Smith and Schindler, 2009) have mainly been attributed to modern human impact (Dearing et 31 

al., 2006; Gell et al., 2007). Meromictic lakes that do not mix completely and hypoxia are now 32 

reported globally, predominantly where intense anthropogenic nutrient loads have prompted 33 

eutrophication, water column stability, and anoxia (Hall and Northcote, 2012; Jenny et al., 34 

2016). Nonetheless, humans have affected terrestrial and lake ecosystems for several thousands 35 

of years, with impacts highly variable in space and time (Dubois et al., 2018). 36 

The main processes that can create and sustain meromictic conditions are related to physical 37 

and chemical properties of lake water that enhance density differences between the lower layer, 38 

or monimolimnion, and the upper layer, or mixolimnion (Boehrer et al., 2017). Wind or 39 

undercurrents can create internal waves and propagate kinetic energy through the density 40 

stratification, which may finally result in cease of meromixis and onset of holomixis (Imboden 41 

and Wüest, 1995). Hence, increased production, temperature, and wind exposure are factors 42 

that can influence the onset and cessation of lake meromictic conditions.  43 

On the other hand, primary production can be influenced by erosion, landscape 44 

development and land use in the catchment or a combination thereof (Hakala, 2004). 45 

Development of soils and vegetation increase the pool of organic matter and subsequent nutrient 46 

leaching into the lake (Bajard et al., 2017a; Jenny, 1980). Agricultural and pastoral activities in 47 

the catchment can have a great effect on soil’s nutrient enrichment through manuring by grazing 48 

(Bajard et al., 2017b; Jewell et al., 2007). Increased phosphorous and nitrogen can be 49 

transferred into the lake through surface runoff altering the nutrient cycle and increasing aquatic 50 

production (Bajard et al., 2018; Pini et al., 2017). 51 
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Very little is known about meromixis events on longer time scales, such as the Holocene, 52 

in general, and more specifically about their onsets, cessations, and potential causes. The major 53 

obstacle is the lack of diagnostic proxies in lake sediments that allow millennial-long records 54 

at annual to sub-decadal resolution (Friedrich et al., 2014). Diagnostic meromixis proxies such 55 

as lipid biomarkers, bacterial DNA, and pigments indicative of bacterial plates at the 56 

chemocline (Friedrich et al., 2014; Naeher et al., 2012; Wirth et al., 2013) are intensive and 57 

have typically a centennial sampling resolution for Holocene-long records. These methods can 58 

use a sampling resolution of typically 0.5 cm at best that would result in (sub)decadal resolution, 59 

depending on the sedimentation rate, and with almost no possibility to extend this resolution 60 

for millennial-long records. Sulfur burial rates and X-ray fluorescence (XRF)-inferred redox-61 

sensitive metals (Fe, Mn, Mo, and their ratios) provide high-resolution records and are often 62 

used in ocean and lake environments (Friedrich et al., 2014; Naeher et al., 2013; Wirth et al., 63 

2013; Żarczyński et al., 2019). In lakes, their interpretation is challenging (see. e.g., Naeher et 64 

al., 2013), principally because some of these elements are also related to lithogenic influx and 65 

erosion. Another approach has been proposed by Jenny et al. (2013) who used the onset of 66 

annual laminations as a marker of hypoxia over the last 150 years. 67 

Recently, Butz et al. (2015) developed a rapid, non-destructive scanning method using 68 

hyperspectral imaging (HSI) data to quantitatively infer bacteriopheophytin (Bphe) and total 69 

chloropigments (chlorophylls and diagenetic products) in lake sediments at very high spatial 70 

resolution (ca. 40 x 40 μm pixel size). After calibration with HPLC data, HSI-inferred Bphe 71 

was used to identify phototrophic anoxygenic bacteria, such as purple sulfur bacteria, living at 72 

the chemocline in a meromictic lake (Butz et al., 2017, 2016), and total chloropigments were 73 

used as a proxy for aquatic production (Schneider et al., 2018). These proof-of-concept studies 74 

were performed on short sediment cores from a currently meromictic lake in NE Poland (Butz 75 

et al., 2017) and from a monomictic lake in southern Switzerland (Schneider et al., 2018). These 76 

studies revealed that (i) HSI-inferred chloropigments are suitable to trace paleoproduction and 77 
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recent eutrophication at very fine (sub-varve scale) resolution, and (ii) in the currently 78 

meromictic lake in NE Poland, HSI-inferred meromixis (Bphe) persisted for the past 2000 years 79 

and was only interrupted during periods of high lithogenic influx and sediment slumping.  80 

Our study is the first to extend HSI-inferred high-resolution records of aquatic production 81 

and meromixis in a lake with varved sediments and currently dimictic, Moossee on the Swiss 82 

Plateau, to a full deglacial cycle, the Late Glacial and Holocene (Rey et al., 2019b). Οur research 83 

was guided by three questions: How did anoxia and paleoproduction develop over the past 84 

15,000 years based on sub-seasonal resolution proxy data? What were the forcing factors with 85 

regard to landscape evolution, land use and climate? What was the role of prehistoric and 86 

historic anthropogenic human impact? We use calibrated Bphe and total chlorophylls 87 

concentrations inferred from hyperspectral indices, as demonstrated by Butz at al. (2015), to 88 

reconstruct an annual to sub-annual resolution record of anoxia, meromixis and 89 

paleoproduction. We combine this information with XRF data acquired at a similar spatial 90 

resolution, and with pollen and charcoal data with resolution of 10–11 years (Rey et al., 2019a, 91 

2019b). We have chosen Moossee for this study because (i) it contains a complete and almost 92 

entirely varved sediment record for the Late Glacial and Holocene (Rey et al., 2019a, 2019c); 93 

(ii) it was dated using high-precision radiocarbon wiggle-matching (Rey et al., 2019a, 2019c); 94 

and (iii) high-resolution pollen and microscopic charcoals records exist (Rey et al., 2019a, 95 

2019b). In addition, the lake and its surroundings have a unique, very well-documented 96 

archaeological record (Harb, 2017). These characteristics provide a rare opportunity for a 97 

holistic paleoenvironmental reconstruction and insight into coupling between the catchment 98 

and the lake at very fine detail. 99 

 100 

2. Study site 101 

Moossee (47°1’17.0’’N, 7°29’1.7’’E; 521 m a.s.l) is a small exorheic lake 8 km from Bern, 102 

on the western Swiss Plateau (Fig. 1a). It has a maximum depth of 22 m and a surface area of 103 
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0.31 km2 (Fig. 1b) (Guthruf et al., 1999). The lake is currently eutrophic to polytrophic and 104 

monomictic/dimictic (see Fig. S1 in supplementary material), with anoxic bottom waters during 105 

summer stratification (Guthruf et al., 1999, 2015). Currently, algal biomass in the water column 106 

is dominated by bacillariophyceae, chlorophyceae and cryptophyceae; bacteriophyta were not 107 

found in 2003 and only in traces in 2013 (Guthruf et al., 2015).  The hydrological catchment 108 

surface is 20.8 km2 and today is mostly used for intensive agriculture (Guthruf et al., 1999). 109 

Forests are restricted to mixed beech on the surrounding hills and alder and ash directly along 110 

the lake shore (Rey et al., 2019a). The climate of the region is temperate with mean annual 111 

temperatures of 8.8°C and mean annual precipitation of 1057 mm (Bern/Zollikofen station, 112 

MeteoSwiss, 2019).   113 

 114 

 115 

Fig 1: a) Localization of Moossee. b) Bathymetric map of the lake, indicating the coring 116 

position with a star. c) Age-depth model and lithology of cores A-C. The topmost 7 m are 117 

stratigraphically correlated with the cores F-H of Rey et al. (2019a, 2019b); the chronology 118 

between 7 and 10.4 m is identical to the chronology of Rey et al. (2019a). LST marks the 119 

Laacher See Tephra. 120 
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 121 

Moossee was formed during the retreat of the Rhône Glacier around 19,000 years ago 122 

(Guthruf et al., 1999). The bedrock is composed of Tertiary molasse carbonaceous sandstone 123 

overlain by glacial till (Schmid et al., 2004). After the deglaciation, soil profiles show 124 

periglacial cover beds mixed with loess loam and slope wash in the Early Holocene (Veit et al., 125 

2017). After 7.5 ka BP soils indicate landscape stability and surficial mixing by bioturbation 126 

(Veit et al., 2017). Histosols rich in organic matter and Gleysols developed around the lake, and 127 

Luvisols in the catchment (“Geoportal des Kantons Bern,” 2019).  128 

The lowland region of the Swiss Plateau was favorable for early human settlements and 129 

agriculture. After the lake level lowering in 1856 CE, several Neolithic and Early Bronze Age 130 

lakeshore settlements emerged; these were dated to discrete periods between 6500 and 3600 cal 131 

BP (Harb, 2017). During these periods, increased Cerealia-type, Plantago-lanceolata and 132 

Urtica (Rey et al., 2019a) indicate forest disruption and land use for arable and pastoral farming. 133 

Bern, ca. 8 km south of the lake, has been inhabited since the Iron Age followed by massive 134 

forest openings and intensification of agricultural activities, with further increase in cultural 135 

indicators and sporadic Sporormiella fungal spores suggesting pastoral farming close to the 136 

lake (Rey et al., 2019a). 137 

In 2014, Rey at al., (2019a, 2019b, 2019c) retrieved five parallel sediment cores and 138 

developed a high-precision chronology (Rey et al., 2019a, 2019c; Fig. S2). A high resolution 139 

(10-11 years) record of pollen and microscopic charcoal was established for the section between 140 

7000 and 3500 cal BP and at 250–300 years resolution for the rest of the core (Rey et al., 2019a, 141 

2019b). 142 

 143 

3. Material and methods 144 

For this study, we used the sediment cores A-C of ca. 10 m total length. The uppermost 7 145 

m were stratigraphically correlated to the core dated by Rey et al. (2019a) using ca. 100 tie 146 
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points (varves and marker layers; see supplementary material Table S1). Ages between the tie 147 

points were linearly interpolated. The chronology below 7 m sediment depth is identical to Rey 148 

et al. (2019a) (see supplementary material Fig. S2). 149 

XRF core scanning was performed at continuous 1 mm steps using the Avaatech core 150 

scanner at ETH Zurich. An area of 1 mm by 12 mm was measured for 20 seconds at 10kV 151 

(1500 μA) and at 30 kV (2000 μA). From the detected elements, Ti was used as an indicator of 152 

higher lithogenic erosional input from the catchment, and Ca as an indicator of endogenous 153 

calcium carbonate precipitation (Koinig et al., 2003). P was associated with anoxic conditions 154 

and limited mixing (Boehrer et al., 2017; Hongve, 1997). 155 

Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) scans were made using the A-C core halves using a Specim 156 

PFD-xx-V10E camera, with spectral range 400–1000 nm, slit width 30 μm and spectral 157 

resolution 2.8 nm. We used a spatial resolution of ~68 μm per pixel with a spectral sampling of 158 

1.57 nm. After scanning, data was post processed using the ENVI software version 5.4 (Exelis 159 

Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, Colorado) following Butz et al. (2015). Spectral 160 

endmembers were used to calculate the relative absorption band depths (RABDs) following 161 

Butz et al. (2015). The RABD673, with maximum absorption at 673 nm (Equation 1), was used 162 

to diagnose total chlorophylls (TChl), that is, chlorophylls (mainly a and b) and their 163 

degradation products, to be used as a proxy for aquatic primary production (Leavitt and 164 

Hodgson, 2001). However, taxa with high chl c content are not taken into account as they have 165 

weak absorption in this range. The RABD845, with maximum absorption at R845 nm (Equation 166 

2) was used as a diagnostic for bacteriopheophytin (Bphe: sum of  Bphe a and b) following 167 

Butz et al. (2016, 2015). Bphe is a degradation product of Bacteriochlorophyll, produced by 168 

anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, such as purple sulfur bacteria, in the chemocline of 169 

meromictic lakes where light is available (Yurkov and Beatty, 1998).  170 

 171 
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RABD673 nm  = ( 
59 ∗ 𝑅584 𝑛𝑚 + 88 ∗ 𝑅730.7 𝑛𝑚

147
) /𝑅671.9 𝑛𝑚     (𝐸𝑞. 1) 172 

 173 

RABD845 nm  = ( 
55 ∗ 𝑅791.4 𝑛𝑚 + 55 ∗ 𝑅900.3 𝑛𝑚

110
) /𝑅845.9 𝑛𝑚     (𝐸𝑞. 2) 174 

 175 

The spectral indices RABD673 and RABD845 were calibrated with absolute pigment 176 

concentrations of extracts from selected sediment samples measured by spectrophotometry 177 

(Shimadzu UV-1800). For this proxy–proxy calibration, 44 sediment samples (1 cm slices) 178 

were taken from specific sites in the sediment sequence, following Butz at al.’s (2015) 179 

methodology. Sampling was optimized for the calibration of RABD673 values so that a wide 180 

range of RABD values was covered and the values were evenly distributed along the gradient. 181 

Each sample consisted of several varves. Parts of the sediment core with very high RABD 182 

values and high varve-to-varve variability were avoided to increase the calibration quality (Butz 183 

et al., 2017). Pigments were extracted with an adapted version of Schneider at al.’s (2018) 184 

method, using pure acetone, supernatant evaporation under nitrogen, and dilution with 2 ml of 185 

pure acetone. We verified the spectrophotometric analysis with analytical standards from 186 

Sigma-Aldrich and DHI. We calculated the absolute pigment concentrations using the molar 187 

extinction coefficient for Bphe a by Fiedor et al. (2002), and the molar extinction coefficient 188 

for chlorophylls and chlorophyll derivatives adapted by Jeffrey et al. (1975).  189 

RABD values were calibrated to photospectrometrically measured TChl and Bphe 190 

concentrations with linear regression models following Butz et al. (2015). The quality of our 191 

regression model was assessed using R2 and R2
adj adjusted for the degrees of freedom, and the 192 

root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) was assessed using the 10-fold, leave-one-out 193 

(k-fold) and bootstrap methods in R (R Core Team, 2015) (see Fig. S3 in supplementary 194 

material). The calibration model for TChl (Fig. S3a) shows a Pearson correlation r = 0.93 and 195 

a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.8727 (R2
adj = 0.8697, p < 0.001), with an average 196 
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uncertainty of ~ 9% (ca. 190 μg g-1 dry mass). For RABD673 values smaller than 1.058, our 197 

calibration model calculates negative concentrations. This offset is attributed to a matrix effect 198 

in the hyperspectral data where the continuum between the endpoints of the trough (Equation 199 

1) is not a linear slope. The calibration model for Bphe shows a r = 0.96 (p < 0.001), with a 200 

coefficient of determination R2 = 0.9189 (R2
adj  = 0.9134) (Fig. S3b). The Shapiro-Wilk and the 201 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of the residuals show they are most likely normally distributed, thus 202 

inference is valid using these models. Accordingly, our calibration model for TChl is valid for 203 

the rage between ca. 190 and 2200 μg g-1 dry mass and for Bphe in the range between ca. 4 and 204 

38 μg g-1 dry mass. 205 

Statistical analysis was performed in R using the add-on packages RIOJA for clustering 206 

and VEGAN for PCA (R Core Team, 2015). To investigate the relationships between variables 207 

defining different sediment facies (TChl and Bphe concentrations, Ti, P and Ca), we performed 208 

an unconstrained hierarchical clustering using the Euclidean distance matrix and the ward.D2 209 

clustering method in R (Murtagh and Legendre, 2014). A 10-year smoothing filter was applied 210 

to the resulting clusters. To track the major changes in the mixing regime and catchment 211 

parameters, we performed a PCA analysis on the full multi-proxy dataset, including pollen sums 212 

(tree pollen [TP], herbs, shrubs, cultural indicators), and microscopic charcoal influx (particles 213 

cm-2 yr-1, Rey et al., 2019a), and chironomid-inferred summer temperature (Heiri et al., 2015). 214 

TP was used to detect undisturbed, rather closed forest cover that might fence against wind and 215 

act against erosion. The cultural indicators pollen sum consists of Cerealia (Hordeum-type, 216 

Triticum-type, Avena-type, Secale cereale), Plantago lanceolata and Linum usitatissimum. This 217 

multiproxy dataset also underwent constrained hierarchical clustering using the Bray distance 218 

and ward.D2 linkage method in R. The broken stick model was used to determine the significant 219 

groups in the cluster analysis and to assess the likely statistical significance of the axes in the 220 

PCA. Data were log transformed to stabilize their variance and then standardized prior to 221 

statistical analyses.  222 
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 223 

4. Results 224 

4.1  Seasonal (sub-varve) to interannual variability of Bphe and TChl concentrations. 225 

Fig. 2 shows close-ups of sediment varves including the time series of RABD845 and 226 

RABD673 values and calibrated concentrations for Bphe and TChl, respectively. In the color 227 

infrared images, light laminae represent spring and early summer layers of calcite deposition. 228 

The lower part of the dark laminae represents late summer to fall deposition, whereas their 229 

upper part represents winter organic and inorganic detritus deposition. The 68 μm spatial 230 

resolution of the RABD index values allows us to observe seasonal patterns of pigment 231 

deposition within individual varve years. Varves are typically around 0.5-1 mm in thickness. 232 

 Fig. 2a,b shows a close-up of three varve years in 4-mm core segment at 690 cm core 233 

depth, ca. 6670 cal BP. It comes from a segment where Bphe is present but at very low 234 

concentrations. The distribution pattern of Bphe concentrations is generally the same for all 235 

three varve years, with overall higher values during summer in the light layers and lower values 236 

during winter in the dark layers. The negative anomalies observed in the white layers are due 237 

to dilution caused by rapid calcite precipitation. However, lower values are also observed when 238 

TChl concentrations peak. The distribution pattern of TChl concentrations (Fig. 2b) shows 239 

differences from year to year. Within the lower two varve years (6904-6901 mm), one green 240 

algae bloom with higher TChl concentrations during early summer (light layers) and lower 241 

concentrations during fall/winter (dark layers) can be observed. In the third varve year (6901-242 

6900 mm), two algal blooms, one in spring and another one in the second half of the year (fall) 243 

is found. Overall, TChl values in the white layers may appear lower due to higher precipitation 244 

of calcite during summer (dilution effect). 245 

Fig. 2c,d shows a close-up of four varve years in a 1.6-mm long segment at 622 cm core 246 

depth, around 5310 cal BP. It comes from a meromictic period with high Bphe concentrations 247 

(Fig. 2c). Here, the distribution of Bphe shows persistently high concentrations throughout the 248 
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seasons (dark and light layers). TChl concentrations (Fig. 2d) are overall higher in the light 249 

layers and lower in the dark layers. Two additional varve close-ups, one in the Allerød and 250 

another one in the Middle-Ages (Fig. S4 and S5 in supplementary material) are discussed in 251 

Section 5.2. 252 

 253 

 254 

Fig. 2: Color infrared (CIR) close-up images showing the distribution of Bphe (left, in red) and 255 

TChl (right, in green) concentrations within individual varves. In a,b) the three varve years are 256 

from a sediment section at 690 cm core depth (ca. 6670 cal BP) with generally low Bphe 257 

concentrations and mostly seasonal anoxia. In c,d) the four varve years (1.6-mm long section 258 

at 622 cm sediment depth, ca. 5310 cal BP) show persistently high Bphe concentrations 259 

suggesting meromixis.   260 

 261 
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4.2 Sedimentology and biogeochemical proxies 262 

The sediment lithology and time series of the biogeochemical proxies are presented in Fig. 263 

3. The sediments are almost entirely laminated, interrupted by a few intervals of homogenous 264 

sediment deposition with diffuse laminations. Around 13,034 cal BP, the core exhibits a 265 

distinctive bluish gray (GLEY 2 5/1) 1 cm thick layer of the Laacher See Tephra (LST). Regular 266 

sediment deposition is interrupted by a large turbidite of 20 cm around 9700 cal BP. Otherwise 267 

the sedimentation is continuous. According to the age-depth model (Fig. 1c), the sedimentation 268 

rate is relatively constant from 15,000 to 2000 cal BP with values between 0.05 to 0.1 cm y-1. 269 

After 2000 cal BP, the sedimentation rate increases ranging mainly between 0.2 to 0.5 cm y-1 270 

in response to higher erosional input and primary production. 271 

 272 

 273 
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Fig. 3: Sediment description and biogeochemical proxies (selected XRF data and hyperspectral 274 

indices) of Moossee. For Ti, the blue color at the bottom refers to the separate scale. In the TChl 275 

and Bphe time series, black color shows the RABD index values and green and red colors 276 

indicate TChl and Bphe concentrations, respectively. The vertical black lines represent the 277 

lower and upper limits of the calibration models. The multicolor column on the right indicates 278 

the sediment facies defined by unconstrained clustering (see text) 279 

 280 

Ti counts, indicative of erosional input to the lake, are very high from ca. 15,076 to 14,400 281 

cal BP (Fig. 3). At ca. 14,400 cal BP, Ti decreases sharply, indicating a transition to lower 282 

erosion and landscape stability. At 13,034 cal BP (± 150 years) our record shows the 283 

characteristic peak of the LST dated to 12,934 ± 165 cal yrs BP (Baales et al., 2002). From 284 

12,800 to 11,700 cal BP, the Younger Dryas, Ti counts increase, suggesting enhanced 285 

geomorphological surface processes. After this period, Ti counts remain at low levels until 7500 286 

cal BP. From 7500 to 2000 cal BP, lithogenic indicators increase weakly and gradually with a 287 

local maximum at around 3900 cal BP, the beginning of the Bronze Age. Around 2000 cal BP, 288 

the Roman Period, Ti counts increase significantly and stay high until recent times. Ti counts 289 

show a distinct maximum around 800 cal BP (the Middle Ages), 300 cal BP (the Little Ice Age) 290 

and 100 cal BP (the 19th century Industrial Period).  291 

Calibrated TChl concentration is indicative of aquatic primary production. From ca. 15,100 292 

to 14,400 cal BP, TChl remains at minimal levels (Fig. 3). At 14,400 cal BP, TChl increases, 293 

yet remains overall at relatively low levels until 7500 cal BP. Around 7500 cal BP, production 294 

further increases significantly with distinct peaks from 5700 to 5600 cal BP (Neolithic), from 295 

3000 to 2600 cal BP (Late Bronze and Iron Age), and from 1300 to 700 cal BP (Middle Ages). 296 

From 550 to 150 cal BP (Little Ice Age), TChl decreases substantially. Finally, from 90 cal BP 297 

onward, in the mid-19th century, TChl values reach their highest levels overall.  298 
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Bphe concentrations indicate seasonal anoxia and meromictic conditions in the lake. From 299 

ca. 15,100 to 7500 cal BP, Bphe remains mainly absent (Fig. 3), suggesting that holomictic 300 

conditions prevailed. In this period, there is one instance where Bphe was detected (from 10,850 301 

to 10,500 cal BP) with low concentrations over a longer period.  Two other possible episodic 302 

anoxia events (Allerød interstadial around 13,350 cal BP and at around 8800 cal BP) are close 303 

to the detection limit and unclear. After 7500 cal BP, periods with detectable persistent Bphe 304 

concentrations appear more frequently, suggesting short-term meromictic events around 7000 305 

cal BP, 6600 cal BP, and 5700 cal BP, each lasting from 50 to 150 years. Persistent periods 306 

with abundant Bphe occur in the Mid-Holocene, in 5500–5050 cal BP, 4550–3900 cal BP, and 307 

3000–2600 cal BP. From 2600 cal BP onward, Bphe is mainly absent, except for a small 308 

increase between 700 and 1000 cal BP (Middle Ages), yet with low concentration close to the 309 

detection limit. Generally, P counts follow lake production (TChl) and anoxia events (Bphe) 310 

closely. P is hardly detectable before 7500 cal BP but increases overall thereafter. During 311 

periods with high Bphe values, P counts reach relative maxima.  312 

Ca counts, here indicating endogenous calcium carbonate concentrations, are low from ca. 313 

15,100 to 12,800 cal BP (Fig. 3). From 12,800 to 11,700 cal BP (Younger Dryas), Ca shows an 314 

increase with some fluctuations. Highest values are found between 10,700 and 7500 cal BP, 315 

whereas from 7500 to 2600 cal BP, Ca values decrease overall. Minimum Ca values around 316 

5100 cal BP, 4550–3900 cal BP, and 3000–2600 cal BP coincide with maxima in Bphe. From 317 

2600 cal BP onward, Ca counts increase again.  318 

Unconstrained clustering of selected geochemical proxies (Ti, TChl, Bphe, P and Ca) 319 

resulted in four sedimentary facies (Fig. 3) described as follows:  320 

Facies 1 is only found at the bottom of the core from 15,087 to 14,400 cal BP. It consists 321 

of light gray (7.5YR 7/1) homogenous silt and is characterized by low production (TChl), low 322 

calcium carbonate content (Ca), and high lithogenic erosional input (Ti), suggesting unstable 323 

landscape conditions.  324 
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Facies 2 is found in several parts of the core sequence. The sediment color varies from dark 325 

grayish brown (7.5YR 4/2) clay with very pale brown (7.5YR 8/2) calcareous varves, to gray 326 

(2.5Y 5/1) clay with diffuse light (2.5Y 7/1) and dark gray (2.5Y 4/1) laminations. It is mainly 327 

characterized by moderate production and calcium carbonate contents, as indicated by the 328 

presence of TChl and Ca, respectively.  329 

Facies 3 occurs from ca. 13,250-10,500 cal BP and consists of light brownish gray (2.5Y 330 

6/2) clay, with some occasional very thin light gray (2.5Y 7/2) and gray (2.5Y 5/1) silty beds, 331 

as well as dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2) varves, with very pale brown (10YR 8/2) calcareous 332 

varves in some parts. TChl concentration is low, and calcium carbonate content (Ca) is high.  333 

Facies 4 occurs in several parts of the core sequence and alternates with Facies 2. In Facies 334 

4, we find very dark gray (2.5Y 3/1) clay with light gray (10YR 7/1) calcareous varves and 335 

some gray (2.5Y 5/1) clay with dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) and light gray (10YR 7/2) 336 

diffuse laminations. Facies 4 is characterized by high production (TChl) and anoxic conditions 337 

with limited mixing (high Bphe, P).  338 

  339 

5. Discussion 340 

5.1 Mixing regime changes inferred from seasonal distributions of Bphe and TChl in 341 

varves.  342 

The calibration of the RABD673 and RABD845 versus TChl and Bphe spectrophotometer-343 

inferred concentrations shows robust calibration statistics (Fig. S3 supplementary material) 344 

with an uncertainty of  ~10%, which is comparable with previous studies of paleoproduction 345 

reconstructions over short time scales (Butz et al., 2017, 2015; Das et al., 2005; Schneider et 346 

al., 2018). The high spatial resolution of ca. 68 μm on sample pixel size of HSI data combined 347 

with robust calibration models of spectral indices provide unprecedented insight into seasonal 348 

structures of pigment concentrations in varved sediment (Fig. 2). This permits to assess the 349 

phenology of algal blooms throughout the year, and to assess whether anoxia was a seasonal or 350 
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a perennial phenomenon.  The calibration model has limits for low values: for Bphe is 8 μg/g 351 

dry mass with average RMSEP of 3.26 μg/g dry mass and for TChl 190 μg/g dry mass (average 352 

RMSEP). 353 

The distribution of Bphe within individual varves in periods of low concentrations (Fig. 2a) 354 

follows a seasonal annual cycle with higher values during summer and lower values during 355 

winter, rather than persistently high values throughout the years. In this case, phototrophic 356 

bacteria develop in the upper part of the anaerobic and sulfide-containing hypolimnion during 357 

summer stratification (Imhoff, 2014). Similar observations have been made in several other 358 

seasonally stratified lakes (Diao et al., 2017; Vila et al., 1998). Contrarily, in periods of high 359 

Bphe concentrations (Fig. 2c) the distribution within the varves indicates the presence of a 360 

persistent bacterial plate throughout all seasons suggesting the establishment of meromictic 361 

conditions in the lake (Tonolla et al., 2003).  362 

The distribution of TChl in both cases (Fig. 2b,d) follows normal seasonal changes, with 363 

generally higher values during spring and early summer and lower ones during late summer and 364 

winter except for years with a second algal bloom in autumn (Fig. 2b at 6899.5 mm). The μm 365 

scale of the HSI technique enables us to differentiate years with one bloom of chlorophyll-366 

bearing algae in spring from those with two, one in spring and the other in fall. This type of 367 

information bears a great potential for paleoclimatic interpretations, which still needs to be 368 

explored. Interestingly, during phases of TChl peaks in early summer (Fig. 2b, light layers), 369 

Bphe values are relatively low. This could be attributed to a dilution effect arising from high 370 

carbonate precipitation and TChl and, to some extent, to light competition in the epilimnion. In 371 

spring, green algal blooms in the epilimnion decrease transparency, creating poor light 372 

conditions at the thermocline or the chemocline. In late summer, nutrients are depleted in the 373 

epilimnion, and transparency increases, providing higher light intensity in the sulfide-374 

containing layers, hence better conditions for the anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria to develop 375 

(Meyer et al., 2011; Parkin and Brock, 1980; Tonolla et al., 2005). This effect is better observed 376 
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in the case of seasonal stratification (Fig. 2a,b) where TChl are very high and Bphe 377 

concentrations are low.  378 

 379 

5.2 Late Glacial /Holocene lake-landscape evolution 380 

We examined the potential relationships between aquatic production, mixing regime, 381 

vegetation structure and composition, land use, and summer temperatures by running a PCA 382 

analysis (Fig. 4) on the multiproxy dataset. This consists of the RABD673, RABD845, Ti, P, Ca 383 

XRF counts, trees, shrubs, herbs and cultural indicators pollen sums (Rey et al., 2019a, 2019b), 384 

and chironomid-inferred summer temperature from the Alpine region (Heiri et al., 2015). The 385 

PCA biplot shows that anoxia (RABD845) is highly correlated with aquatic primary production 386 

(RABD673) and P. Aquatic production and anoxia seem to be less dependent on summer 387 

temperature and, together with tree pollen, are positively correlated with PC1 as proxies for 388 

lake production and forest dominance (Fig. 4). Erosional input inferred from Ti together with 389 

herbs, cultural indicators, and charcoal are positively correlated with PC2, which represents 390 

land use and fire activity (Fig. 4), and disturbance in general. Interestingly, proxies of biotic 391 

drivers such as forest cover, open land, and land use predominate over non-biotic effects such 392 

as erosion in driving overall lake evolution and aquatic and terrestrial ecosystem change. 393 
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 394 

 395 

Fig. 4: PCA biplot of the multi-proxy dataset for the first two significant components PC1 (lake 396 

production and forest dominance) and PC2 (land use and fire activity), as indicated by the 397 

broken stick model (on the bottom right). The different line colors represent the various zones 398 

of lake evolution, as defined by constrained clustering, drawing temporal trajectories.  399 

 400 

Constrained clustering on the multi-proxy dataset reveals six zones that run trajectories in 401 

the PCA ordination space, influenced by different variables through time (Fig. 4 and 5). These 402 

six temporal phases that are discussed below summarize the main interactions between the lake 403 

biogeochemical state, land use, and climate. Fig. 6 outlines these phases in a conceptual 404 

illustration. 405 

 406 
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 407 

Fig. 5: Synthesis of the multi-proxy dataset including tree pollen, microscopic charcoal, cultural 408 

indicators (Rey et al., 2019a), and chironomid July temperatures from the Alpine region (Heiri 409 

et al., 2015). Top: the lake mixing regimes and archaeological evidence of human settlements 410 
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(Harb, 2017). Bottom: the archaeological epochs and Holocene chronozones (Blant et al., 2010; 411 

Lang, 1994, and citations in the text). The blue color in the Ti profile refers to the blue scale on 412 

the left separating a period of very high Ti counts (late Oldest Dryas). Vertical dashed lines 413 

indicate the lake evolution zones defined by constrained clustering.  414 

 415 

 416 
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Fig. 6: Conceptual illustration of the main lake-catchment interactions and lake 417 

biogeochemistry changes with respect to landscape evolution and human impact for the last 418 

15,000 years (Section 5.2). The different zones were defined after constrained clustering on the 419 

multi-proxy dataset shown in Fig. 5. 420 

 421 

5.2.1 Zone I (ca. 15,076–14,400 cal BP) 422 

Zone I corresponds chronologically to the late Oldest Dryas (Rey et al., 2017). Sediments 423 

are mostly clastic with low aquatic production and carbonate contents. Bphe is absent. The lake 424 

was oligotrophic, holomictic, and well-oxygenated, and summer temperatures were still too 425 

cold (Heiri et al., 2015) to initiate extensive endogenic carbonate precipitation (Fig. 5, 6a). 426 

Substantial clastic sediment formation is expected in an unstable landscape with grass steppe 427 

vegetation (Ammann, 1985) and a soil surface highly susceptible to erosion. The first tree birch 428 

stands established around 16,000 cal BP (Rey et al., 2017), possibly in response to warmer 429 

conditions (Samartin et al., 2012), but steppic tundra prevailed. Similar observations are 430 

reported from other Swiss and Central European lakes (Niessen and Kelts, 1989; Schmidt et al., 431 

2002). 432 

 433 

5.2.2 Zone II (14,400–7500 cal BP) 434 

During the period 14,400–12,800 cal BP, which roughly corresponds to the Bølling/Allerød 435 

interstadial (14,700–12,650 cal BP) (Ammann et al., 2013b, 2013a; Lotter et al., 2012), 436 

sediments are finer with some varved parts. Lake production and carbonate content increase 437 

slightly (Fig. 5). Erosional input decreased due to the further expansion of boreal birch- and 438 

pine-dominated forests (Rey et al., 2017) and the resulting soil stabilization (Ammann et al., 439 

2013b). The relative increase in production and calcium carbonate precipitation in the Allerød 440 

agrees with the warmer summers (Fig. 5). Traces of Bphe appear in the Allerød around 13,250 441 

cal BP. A closer examination of laminated sediments in that part (see Fig. S4 supplementary 442 
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material) shows seasonal anoxia likely due to stronger thermal stratification. Stronger summer 443 

stratification was also favored by the concurrent establishment of pine forest with tall trees in 444 

the catchment, which reduced wind exposure. All these factors, together, may have contributed 445 

to short-term episodic bottom-water anoxia and development of weak bacterial plates at the 446 

thermocline (Diao et al., 2017). Similar observations in the same period have been made in 447 

Längsee in Austria, with establishment of meromictic conditions slightly before the LST layer 448 

(Schmidt et al., 2002), and in Soppensee and Lobsigensee on the Swiss Plateau (Löffler, 1987; 449 

Lotter, 2001). These observations agree with studies that have shown that both reduced ice 450 

cover duration and significant surface water warming can lead to prolonged stratification and/or 451 

anoxia (Schmidt et al., 2002; Woolway and Merchant, 2019). 452 

From 12,800 to 11,700 cal BP (Younger Dryas 12,650-11,700 cal BP; Rach et al., 2014), 453 

sediments become more homogeneous with occasional coarser sediment beds; TChl remains 454 

unchanged, whereas carbonates and erosion increase. Palynological reconstructions report 455 

continuously forested landscapes since the Bølling, yet with forest thinning during the YD 456 

cooling (Lotter, 2001; Rey et al., 2017; Tinner et al., 2005). Increased lithogenic input to the 457 

sediments is also consistent with periglacial activity found in catenas on the Swiss Plateau by 458 

Mailänder and Veit (2001). Bphe is absent. Thus, the lake was still oligotrophic and well mixed 459 

(Fig. 6b). 460 

After the onset of the Holocene, from ca. 11,700 to 7500 cal BP, sediments consist mostly 461 

of muddy clay partly varved with higher carbonate contents resulting from higher summer 462 

temperatures (Heiri et al., 2015). The YD/Holocene transition is characterized by an increase 463 

in lake production, peaking around 11,000 cal BP, which is seen as a response to the rapid 464 

postglacial warming (Fig. 5). Between 10,500 and 7500 cal BP, production decreases slightly. 465 

Our findings are also confirmed at other sites on the Swiss Plateau, such as Lake Neuchâtel 466 

(Schwalb et al., 1998) and Soppensee (Lotter, 2001). As expected, erosion decreases after the 467 

mass expansion of temperate trees and shrubs (e.g. Ulmus, Quercus, Tilia, Corylus avellana) 468 
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(Rey et al., 2017). Bphe is mostly absent. Aquatic production was likely still too low to induce 469 

widespread prolonged anoxia during this time. 470 

 471 

5.2.3 Zones III, IV, V (7500–2600 cal BP) 472 

Around 7500 cal BP, at the onset of the ceramic Neolithic period (Stöckli, 2016), sediments 473 

become entirely varved, production increases significantly and carbonates decrease. Erosion 474 

increases progressively, following the same trajectory as production (Fig. 5). Pollen records 475 

indicate an expansion of Fagus sylvatica forests after 7500 cal BP (Rey et al., 2019a; Tinner 476 

and Lotter, 2006). Concurrently, microscopic-charcoal-inferred regional forest fires and 477 

agricultural activity increase (Fig. 5), marking the onset of noticeable human activities in the 478 

catchment and the development of settlements around the lake (Harb, 2017) (Fig. 5). Cultivated 479 

plants (Cerealia-type), expansion of weeds i.e Plantago lanceolata, apophytes i.e Urtica and 480 

sporadic Sporormiella fungal spores (Rey et al., 2019a) indicate important agricultural and 481 

pastoral activities that increase N and mainly P pools in the catchment soil (Ross et al., 1999; 482 

Wang et al., 2009). Human induced forest openings increased surface runoff that favored 483 

nutrient input into the lake and increased lake production (Fig. 6d).  484 

Meromixis is widespread and seems to result from the combined effect of high summer 485 

temperature, closed forest (TP>80%) and wind protection, and high aquatic production (Fig. 5, 486 

6c). Ca counts decline in periods with high production and stable stratification suggesting that 487 

(i) endogenic calcite precipitation was reduced as a result of Ca2+ depletion in the epilimnion, 488 

and/or (ii) carbonates were dissolved in cold and low pH hypolimnetic waters (Wetzel, 2001). 489 

Calcite dissolution contributes to the higher density of the monimolimnetic waters (Boehrer et 490 

al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2002). Interestingly, meromixis is interrupted repeatedly during phases 491 

of local deforestation, which coincide with human settlements and agriculture on the lakeshore 492 

and in the catchment (Fig. 6d). Conversely, afforestation after land abandonment restores 493 
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meromixis (Fig. 6c). More details about the processes of onset and cease of meromictic phases 494 

are discussed in Section 5.3.  495 

 496 

5.2.4 Zone VI (2600 cal BP–present times) 497 

During the Iron and Roman Ages, between 2600 and 1600 cal BP, sediments are mostly 498 

homogeneous with some varved segments. Aquatic production and summer temperatures 499 

decrease. Erosion increases sharply after 2000 cal BP (Fig. 5). Decreasing tree pollen indicates 500 

a further massive opening of vegetation. Bphe  is completely absent in this part indicating good 501 

oxygen conditions. A further increase in cultural and pastoral pollen indicators (Cerealia-type, 502 

Plantago lanceolata, Urtica, Sporormiella fungal spores) (Rey et al., 2019a) indicates 503 

intensified land use in the catchment increasing the nutrient input into the lake with a 504 

concomitant increase in aquatic production (Fig. 6d). This has been observed also at other sites 505 

with extensive lakeside settlements in that period (Haas et al., 2019; Zolitschka et al., 2003). 506 

Archaeological findings indicate settlements around the city of Bern (8 km south of the lake), 507 

but not directly at the lake during that time. 508 

After the onset of the Middle Ages around 1500 cal BP, primary production increases 509 

substantially. Tree pollen decreases significantly (<30%), and cultural pollen indicators 510 

increase (Fig. 5). This, combined with the extensive forest fire peaks and increased erosion 511 

indicate a re-intensification of land use, finally leading to the open landscape of today with 512 

drastic changes in terrestrial ecosystems. Holomictic conditions prevailed except for a short 513 

period with weak seasonal anoxia around 800 cal BP (Middle Ages; see Fig. S5 in 514 

supplementary material). This is most probably driven by the Medieval Warm Period and high 515 

aquatic production, which provided pronounced stratification that favored anoxygenic 516 

phototrophic bacteria proliferation (Imhoff, 2014; Vila et al., 1998). During the Little Ice Age 517 

production decreases, before it reaches the highest peak observed ever in Modern Times with 518 

20th century eutrophication. These findings agree with several other records on the Swiss 519 
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Plateau (Lotter, 2001; Züllig, 1989), where intensive agriculture and urbanization have been 520 

recognized as major drivers of excessive nutrient inputs and accelerated deterioration of trophic 521 

states (Makri et al., 2019).  522 

 523 

5.3 Mid-Holocene meromictic cycles and the role of early human impact 524 

Meromixis occurred and ceased in Moossee several times during the past 15,000 years, 525 

influenced by such factors as aquatic production, forest cover, and climate (Fig. 7a-c). The high-526 

resolution HSI-inferred Bphe and TChl records allow the interplay of these factors to be 527 

examined for individual meromictic events. Until 7500 cal BP, around the onset of the ceramic 528 

Neolithic, Moossee was mostly holomictic except for some instances of prolonged stratification 529 

with anoxic bottom waters driven mainly by warmer summers and dense forest cover. After 530 

7500 cal BP, when the lake became more productive and the expansion of forests reduced wind 531 

exposure, meromictic events became more frequent.  532 

 533 
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 534 

Fig. 7: Close-ups of the three main meromictic events (a), (b) and (c) in the Neolithic and 535 

Bronze Ages in relation to the variability of tree cover (tree pollen), forest fires (microscopic 536 

charcoal; Rey et al., 2019a), lake primary production (TChl), erosion (Ti), and summer 537 

temperature (Heiri et al., 2015). All the data are normalized. The periods of human settlements 538 

around the lake, based on archaeological findings (Harb, 2017) are shown in purple, and periods 539 

with high cultural pollen (Rey et al., 2019a) are shown in orange. The black horizontal line in 540 

the top panels corresponds to the 80% tree pollen that is the threshold that triggers meromixis. 541 

 542 

Figs. 7a-c show close-ups for three meromictic events between 6000 and 2200 cal BP, with 543 

the indicators for meromixis (RABD845), forest cover (TP percentages), microscopic charcoal 544 

(fire activity) (Rey et al., 2019a), aquatic production (RABD673), erosion (Ti), and chironomid-545 

inferred summer temperatures (Heiri et al., 2015). After 7500 cal BP, prior to any human 546 

intervention, forest composition changed significantly in response to a warmer and moister 547 
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climate, with a decrease in hazel shrubland dominance and the expansion of mixed beech forests 548 

(Rey et al., 2019a, 2017), (TP>80%) (Fig. 7a). Yet production was still relatively low, and the 549 

lake was mixing completely annually. From 5750 to 5600 cal BP, extended forest fires reduced 550 

tree cover significantly; this coincided with the presence of local Neolithic pile dwellings 551 

around the lake (Harb, 2017). Intensified agricultural activities at that time (Rey et al., 2019a) 552 

and forest fires indicate intentionally disrupted forests with slash-and-burning for arable and 553 

pastoral farming (Rey et al., 2019a; Tinner et al., 2005). During this phase of open landscape, 554 

erosion and production increased. We interpret this as the result of increased runoff and 555 

consequent nutrient enrichment of the lake water due to pastoralism and intense agricultural 556 

activity around the lake (Bajard et al., 2018; Pini et al., 2017). Around 5600 cal BP, forest fires 557 

started to decline, and reforestation began after land abandonment. By 5530 cal BP, TP recovers 558 

and exceeds 80%, suggesting that the forest canopy closed (Braun-Blanquet, 1932; Jennings et 559 

al., 2009). It was precisely at this point that meromixis appeared and persisted for the next 430 560 

years (until 5100 cal BP; Fig. 7a). At 5100 cal BP, the next phase of forest fires appeared with 561 

the onset of the next human lakeshore settlement (Harb, 2017). TP drops below the threshold 562 

of 80%, indicating that forest opening and meromixis ceased. From 5100 to 4550 cal BP, human 563 

presence around the lake persisted. High erosional input prompted higher aquatic production. 564 

Under such conditions (TP<80%), the lake was mixing annually. Summer temperature did not 565 

show any variation that could have affected lake mixing during this period. 566 

The same cycle occurred in the second and third meromixis events (Fig. 7b, c). Repeatedly, 567 

meromixis occurred exactly when TP surpassed 80% (at 4550 cal BP and at 2950 cal BP) and 568 

disappeared when TP dropped below 80% (at 3900 cal BP and 2650 cal BP, respectively). 569 

These meromixis events lasted for 650 and 300 years each. They occurred at a time when 570 

summer temperatures decreased. Negative effects of erosion, turbidity and light conditions on 571 

the presence of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, as observed by Parkin and Broth (1980), do 572 

not seem to have played a role in Moossee (Fig. 7c).  573 
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We suggest that during the Neolithic and Bronze Ages the establishment of meromixis was 574 

strongly linked to dense forest cover (TP>80%) that reduced wind shear in the catchment and 575 

around the lake (Fig. 6c), whereas meromixis was apparently disrupted by the open landscape 576 

that resulted from anthropogenic disturbance in the catchment (Fig. 6d). Although here we show 577 

for the first time that an 80% TP threshold repeatedly determined lake mixing during the mid- 578 

and late Holocene, catchment forest dominance and the role of wind shear bringing additional 579 

kinetic energy in the lake water column has also been inferred for other lakes (Lotter, 2001; 580 

Stevens et al., 2000). In addition, the threshold of 80% TP triggering meromixis may not be 581 

applicable to all lakes depending on size, morphometry and catchment topography. The 582 

differences in lake water density in biogenic meromixis is governed by endogenic rather than 583 

allogenic import of solutes. Hence, the relationship between lake depth and surface area 584 

(relative depth) plays an important role in the establishment of biogenic meromixis (Stewart et 585 

al., 2009). Moossee has a maximum depth of 22 m and surface area of 0.31 km2, which result 586 

in a relative depth of ca. 2.6%. Deep lakes with small surface areas (i.e. relative depth>4%) 587 

tend to exhibit greater stability and are less easily mixed by wind as those with low relative 588 

depth (Hutchinson, 1957; Wetzel and Likens, 1991). On the other hand the local catchment 589 

topography can also have an effect on prevailing winds and hence the extent of vertical mixing 590 

(Walker and Likens, 1974). 591 

  592 

6. Conclusions 593 

The goal of this study was to investigate long-term lake ecosystem dynamics, 594 

paleoproduction, meromixis, and their responses to catchment processes, landscape evolution 595 

and human impact since the Late Glacial in Moossee, Switzerland.   596 

Periods of Ti-inferred soil erosion and intensive surface processes occurred between 15,000 597 

and 14,400 cal BP and from 2000 cal BP onwards. Conversely, erosion was reduced and the 598 

landscape was stable between 14,400 and 2000 cal BP. In periods of low human impact,   599 
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15,000–7500 cal BP, trophic state development in the lake was closely linked to vegetation 600 

cover that was mostly influenced by climate. Until the onset of the Neolithic, at 7500 cal BP, 601 

the lake was mostly holomictic.  602 

During times of intensive anthropogenic presence in the catchment and land-use changes 603 

after 7500 cal BP, higher nutrient inputs due to agricultural and pastoral activities stimulated 604 

significant aquatic primary production, with relative maxima in the late Bronze Age and Middle 605 

Ages and an unprecedented peak in the 20th Century. During the Neolithic and Bronze Ages, 606 

meromixis occurred and ceased repeatedly. Our analysis suggests the following conceptual 607 

model: provided that conditions such as elevated aquatic production and warm summer 608 

temperatures were favorable, deforestation around the lake (TP<80%)  and consequent stronger 609 

wind shear ceased meromixis, whereas transient reforestation after land abandonment let 610 

meromixis re-establish as the forest closed and tree pollen rose above 80%. 611 

We conclude that the repeated meromictic cycles after the onset of the Neolithic, regulated 612 

by land use and aquatic production, document clearly how millennial-old prehistoric human 613 

impact had already modified the biogeochemical cycle in the lake long before the 614 

unprecedented anthropogenic disturbance recorded in the 20th century. Similar additional 615 

studies will improve our understanding of human effects on freshwater ecosystems over longer 616 

time scales. 617 

   618 

 619 

 620 

 621 

 622 

 623 

 624 

 625 
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